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Executive Summary 
Companies are always looking for ways to boost sales, and although 
some are familiar with white papers, many have no idea that they exist.

White papers are authoritative reports that provide readers with a 
solution to a problem. According to The Journal of Business and 
Technical Communication1, white papers originally started as 
government papers, and it wasn't until the mid 20th century that they 
were commonly used by businesses to inform and persuade.

A whopping 76 percent of users say they would exchange 
personal information in exchange for a white paper.2 They offer an easy way to generate 
leads, but where do you start? How do you go about designing one? Who writes them? 

You don't want your company making significant mistakes in the white paper process that 
results in lost leads. Companies may hire someone in-house or write them on their own, but a 
more cost-efficient and productive solution is hiring a freelancer who specializes in white
papers.

By outsourcing to an experienced freelancer, you can save your company valuable time and 
money. You also can save your company from white paper mistakes such as the wrong 
structure, plagiarism, missed deadlines, and citing noncredible sources. Sure, these 
problems could happen with a freelancer, too, but not if you know where to find these 
specialized writers who hold the specific background that will make your white paper shine.

This white paper will fully explain characteristics of a white paper, its lengthy process, and why 
outsourcing your white paper to a freelancer will make you money and save you hours.

Happy reading!
Amanda Clark-Rudolph, Owner of Write On Freelancing

1 Retrieved 29 July 20019 from  https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1050651917729861 

2  Retrieved 18 July 2019 from https://www.demandgenreport.com/resources/research/the-2017-content-
preferences-survey-report 
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Part 1
What are White Papers?
According to Owl Purdue3, “White papers
are business documents designed to
convey policy, present technical
information, or propose a problem and
solution.” 

Furthermore, white papers are supposed
to offer your target audience educational
and reliable information from
authoritative sources.

Or take this definition from author
Gordan Graham of White Papers for
Dummies4, AKA That White Paper Guy: 

"A white paper is a
persuasive essay that uses
facts and logic to promote
a certain product, service,
or solution to a problem."

*Also note that although many white
papers are technical and more formal
than your typical blog post, most are
written for the average Joe to
understand. 
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Part 2
Common White Page Features

 Usually 4-20 pages
 Designed with graphics (including but not limited to charts, infographics, and stock 

photos)
 Broken up with headings and subheadings
 Paragraphs more like a magazine article than a blog post
 Limited professional jargon
 Expert information
 Claims backed up with credible sources
 Addresses and comes up with a solution to a problem that your product can solve.

https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/subject_specific_writing/professional_technical_writing/white_papers/
white_paper_ppt.html
4  Graham Gordan, White Papers for Dummies, John Wiley and Sons Inc., 2013.    
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Parts of a White Paper
Your company may find that there’s more to a white paper than you previously thought. So, 
here's a quick guide to the specific parts of a white paper.5 

Summary/Abstract
This is where you hook your reader and get them interested. 
White paper writer and instructor Len Smith6, begins his reports with a company 
expert presenting a welcome letter. This opening statement tells what the paper will
cover and briefly outlines the solution to problem. 

                  Other writers offer a traditional abstract to introduce the white paper.

                    You can decide on how to kick off your white paper based on the tone of your  
                    audience.

        But the goal remains the same: Engage your reader and explain to your 
        reader why they should bother with the paper and what they'll take away from it 
        in return.

Background / Issues
This essential section requires objective facts backed up by research. If a white 
paper were a sub, this section would be the meat.

                          Here are some sections you may want to include in this section:

 History

 Definitions and terms

 A presentation of problems that the audience is interested in which also 

relates to (not states) your company’s product 

 Any other background information that could be useful to the reader

 Future solutions with evidence

Solution
After setting the scene, explaining the background, and presenting the problems,
come up with solutions based on an analysis of the preceding research.

5  Retrieved on 20 July 2019 from 
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/subject_specific_writing/professional_technical_writing/white_papers/organization_and_other_tips.html

6  Smith, Len, Copywrighting White Paers- An All Level Strategy https://www.udemy.com/copywriting-how-to-
write-a-white-paper/ 
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Call to Action
Owl Purdue recommends waiting until the end of a white paper to state your 
product and use it as a logical and honest way to solve a legitimate problem.  A 
common strategy is to write a call to action, so you can point consumers  
 your way.

Conclusion
You’ll want to make sure your white paper adequately wraps up your findings. 
Take all of the evidence and restate the most relevant facts. Summaries are    
 essential to the psychology of a white paper and will remind your reader of           

                        solutions to a common problem that can be fixed with your product.

Works Cited
You don't want to forget to give proper credit to all of those authoritative sources.
Plagiarism happens, so outsource to a professional writer who is up to date on 
these tactics. Remember it's up to the client if they want hyperlinked sources, 
MLA, or an APA format.
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Part 3
Common White Paper Mistakes
The average, white paper costs an average of $4,200. Yet some freelancers sell their services 
for as little as $5. But you get what you pay for and risk hiring a writer who makes one or more 
of these common mistakes.

 Unreliable research

 Poor design

 Lack of graphics

 Bad grammar

 Plagiarism

 Over promoting

 Wrong structure

Remember that your white paper could be the first impression to investors and 
consumers.

That's why it's best to hire a writer with on or all of the following: a portfolio, testimonials, and/or 
a certification from a white paper course. 
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Part 4
White Paper Stats
Why businesses started using white papers

 They Influence decisions of consumers7 . 

 One content strategist and writer for Forbes,
Mario Medina stated that one his white papers
generated client leads and went on to be the
businesses most successful campaign.8

 Businesses can easily share a white paper with
clients and investors. 

 50 percent of businesses rank them as one of
the three most-effective ways to achieve
objectives!

Need more proof? Here are the stats
 Bob and Chris Sullivan 35251512347 71 percent

of b2b respondents use white papers.9

 Bob and Chris Sullivan 35251512347 The top two
marketing methods are email (87%) and
educational content (77%). White pages can be
used for both categories.10

 50 percent of 500 pay-per-lead advertisers said
that white papers were either “valuable or
extremely valuable”. 11

7  Retrieved on 22 July 2019 from 
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/subject_specific_writing/professional_technical_writing/white_papers/index.html

8  Retrieved on 24 July 2019 from https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesagencycouncil/2017/08/17/how-you-can-
use-white-papers-to-increase-leads-and-engagement/#658e2174645d

9  Retrieved 17 July 2019 https://www.google.com/amp/s/izea.com/2018/02/19/content-marketing-white-
papers/amp/

10  Retrieved 20 July 2019 https://contentmarketinginstitute.com/wp-
content/uploads/2016/10/2017_B2C_Research_Final-rev-10-26-16.pdf

11  Retrieved on 22 July from https://marketingland.com/white-papers-are-top-b2b-content-marketing-lead-gen-
tactic-study-57499
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More White Paper Numbers

       
 57% of B2B marketers rate white papers as an effective content marketing tactic.12

 In 2012, a Google search for whitepapers yielded 39.5 million hits.13 

 Eccolo Media’s 2010 study 2010 B2B Technology Collateral Survey revealed that 76% of 
respondents had read a white paper to help them evaluate a  technology purchase.14

79 percent of b2b buyers noted that they were
most likely to share white papers opposed to
any other advertising materials- with their
colleagues.15 

 When asked what type of content works well to move leads
through the sales funnel, the top three answers for B2B   marketing  
were blog posts, white papers, and videos.16

12  Retrieved 24 July 2019 from http://www.marketingprofs.com/charts/2012/9184/2013-b2b-content-marketing-
benchmarks-budgets-and-trends

13  Graham, Gordan, White Papers for Dummies, Johnny and Wiley Inc. 2013.

14  Retrieved 25 July 2019 from 
http://eccolomedia.com/IMAGES/PUBLICATIONS/2010_B2B_Technology_Collateral_Survey_Report.pdf

15  Retrieved 26 July 2019 from  http://www.curata.com/blog/content-marketing-statistics-the-ultimate-list/

16  Retrieved 18 July 2019 from https://www.ironpaper.com/b2b-marketing/
Figure https://pixabay.com/illustrations/social-media-marketing-seo-social-3216077/
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Part 5 
Reasons to Outsource Your White 
Paper Needs
Okay, so we can agree that there are numerous benefits to white
papers, but why not just write them yourself? Why outsource? 
According to Deloitte’s Global Outsourcing Survey from 2016,17 
the most common reason companies outsource is because they 
see it as a cost-cutting tool. But there are many reasons to 
outsource this type of content writing.

Here are 5 reasons you should outsource your white paper 
needs:

1 To Make Money

Businesses want to make money, and although it sounds 
counterproductive to pay a freelancer to create a white paper, it 
will actually make money in the long run. 

White papers generate leads. In fact, 82 percent of B2B buyers 
stated that the data and analysis in white papers influence their 
buying choices.18 Although the average cost freelancers charge 
to write a white paper is $4,20019, these papers influence 
customer and investor’s decisions.

A freelance white paper writer knows the structure and how to 
create leads. White papers commonly require viewers to put in 
their email address in order to download the white paper. These 
emails belong to prospective buyers who usually have an initial 
interest in the product.

2 It saves employees valuable time

Author of numerous white papers and author of White Papers for
Dummies, Gordan Graham provides a detailed list of the process
that goes into writing one of these papers. He breaks it up into 12
steps that require hours of time. But how much time?
 

17  Retrieved 23 July 2019 from http://customerthink.com/the-ultimate-list-of-outsourcing-statistics/

18  Retrieved 25 July 2019 from https://www.demandgenreport.com/resources/research/2016-content-
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According to the White Paper Writer Industry Report which 
surveyed over 600 writers, a white paper typically takes 
between 24 and 50 hours to complete.20

So, this one task could take away valuable employee time, 
especially if an in house employee is learning how to write one 
from scratch. 

3 Not all white papers are created equal

White papers follow a systematic structure and also take an 
enormous amount of research. Most companies would rather 
utilize their employees for other tasks they're qualified for. And if 
they do attempt to write a white paper, it could be bad quality 
and not generate the same amount of leads as if a professional 
writer took care of it.

4 A freelancer offers an unbiased perspective

If your company writes its own paper, it could offer a biased 
perspective. an outsourced freelancer has no connection to your
company and will write objectively for your b2b campaigns.

5 You can cut ties easily

Worst case scenario, you don't like what the freelance wrote.  
Consider paying upfront for a page or two and then if you're 
impressed - great, if not, cut ties and move on and hire someone
else.. 

preferences-survey-b2b-buyers-value-content-that-offers-data-and-analysis

19  Retrieved 30 July 2019 from https://www.demodia.com/discovering-demand/cost-of-a-white-paper

20  Retrieved 30 July 2019 from https://thatwhitepaperguy.com/white-paper-faq-frequently-asked-
questions/#how_long_to_write
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Part 6
 Key Takeaways and Solutions
Companies invest in lots of things, but the most effective b2b content marketers allocate a 
larger portion of their budget to content marketing: 42% of their total budget, compared to 28% 
for less-effective marketers.21 So you can hire a freelancer and here are a few key take aways 
to remember for when you do.

Key Takeaways

1. White papers increase sales
2. The majority of companies list white papers as an effective marketing strategy
3. Freelance white paper writers have more expertise than an in house non 

professional writer
4. Outsourcing your white paper needs cuts costs and saves time.

21  Retrieved 22 July 2019 from http://contentmarketinginstitute.com/2015/09/b2b-content-
marketing-research/

Figure https://pixabay.com/photos/office-desktop-background-business-3126597/
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But where do you find these writers?

Quality white paper writers are difficult to find, but you can 
find them online or through networking. When you do find a 
potential writer, check out their portfolios, websites, 
testimonials, and certificates, if they have any.  

According to one study done by Clearvoice22, only 25.3 
percent of freelancers specialize in white papers AND 
ebooks. In other words, it could take a lot of time to find a 
writer who meets your company's
needs.

Solution
Utilize and outsource your white paper to a qualified
freelancer. 

Don't know where to start? We’ve got your back. 

Amanda Clark-Rudolph of Write On Freelancing will create an
engaging, well-researched, and visually stunning white paper that
sells.

She has experience, testimonials, and a white paper certification to boot.

To find out more and receive a quote, visit writeonfreelancing.com or email 
writeonfreelancingllc@gmail.com and outsource your white paper needs.

22  Retrieved 19 July 2019 from https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.clearvoice.com/blog/how-much-to-pay-a-
freelance-writer/amp/
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